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ABSTRACT: The World Trade Center (WTC) victim identification effort highlights taphonomic influences on the degradation of DNA from
victims of mass fatality incidents. This study uses a subset of the WTC-Human Remains Database to evaluate differential preservation of DNA by
skeletal element. Recovery location, sex, and victim type (civilian, firefighter, or plane passenger) do not appear to influence DNA preservation.
Results indicate that more intact elements, as well as elements encased in soft tissue, produced slightly higher identification rates than more frag-
mented remains. DNA identification rates by element type conform to previous findings, with higher rates generally found in denser, weight-bearing
bones. However, smaller bones including patellae, metatarsals, and foot phalanges yielded rates comparable to both femora and tibiae. These elements
can be easily sampled with a disposable scalpel, and thus reduce potential DNA contamination. These findings have implications for DNA sampling
guidelines in future mass fatality incidents.
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On the morning of September 11, 2001, two commercial airliners
(American Airlines Flight 11, United Airlines Flight 175) were flown
into the 110-story North and South Towers of the World Trade Center
(WTC) in New York City as part of a terrorist attack on the United
States. The impact of the airliners and subsequent collapse of the seven
buildings that comprise the WTC complex resulted in the deaths of
2749 victims and involved an initial recovery effort that lasted over
9 months (1). During this period, the victims’ remains were differen-
tially exposed to a variety of taphonomic factors. These include UV
radiation, humidity, moisture, heat, fire, and mold—all of which con-
tributed to the advanced state of decomposition of the remains and to
the degradation of DNA. With nearly 20,000 individual sets of human
remains recovered, the WTC disaster represents one of the most com-
prehensive victim identification efforts undertaken to date (2). The
goals of this study are to: (i) examine DNA typing success rates to pro-
vide a better understanding of differential degradation of genetic mate-
rial between skeletal elements; and (ii) to provide sampling protocol
guidelines for future mass fatality incidents.

DNA Sampling Protocols

Since the 1990s, DNA has played an increasingly important
role in the identification of victims of mass fatality incidents (3–

13). Recent events such as the September 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks, the 2004 Boxing Day tsunami, and the 2005 Hurricane
Katrina disaster demonstrate that DNA identification, where
resources are available, has supplemented more traditional forms
of identification such as dental and fingerprint comparisons.
However, DNA preservation in human remains may be influ-
enced by a complex interaction of taphonomic processes, includ-
ing exposure of remains to moisture, humidity, UV radiation,
fire, microbes, flora, fauna, and soil (14).

Previous studies have found that genetic material degrades more
rapidly in soft tissue than in bone, due to the more resilient struc-
ture of bone acting as a physical barrier against taphonomic influ-
ences (15–18). Bone density is also an important factor influencing
bone preservation (19). Hence, DNA is usually less degraded in the
denser portions of the skeleton, especially weight bearing elements
such as the femur and tibia (20–22). However, few studies have
systematically addressed differences in DNA typing success rates
between skeletal elements. Published data suggest that DNA is
more well-preserved in clavicles than in rib bone (20), in long
bones than in skull or rib bone (22), in weight-bearing long bones
than in nonweight-bearing elements (23,24), and in compact bone
than in cancellous bone (25). Mil�s et al. (24) reported DNA typ-
ing success rates for 25,361 bone and tooth specimens recovered
from mass grave victims in the former Yugoslavia, buried for an
interval of 4–11 years. Their results indicate that DNA is best pre-
served in femora and teeth, followed by tibiae, fibulae, humeri, cra-
nia, radii, and ulnae. These findings are in general agreement with
the taphonomic literature that shows a robust relationship between
bone density and skeletal preservation (26). It is clear that DNA
typing success rates vary between skeletal elements, although the
reasons for this are not well understood. Leney (27) has argued that
areas under high mechanical load, such as the mandible and
weight-bearing postcranial elements, contain thicker cortical bone
that may act as a protective barrier against DNA degradation. For
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teeth, however, it is the tooth enamel that protects DNA from deg-
radation and contamination (24).

Despite a growing trend towards DNA-based identification, there
are no detailed guidelines for sampling biological remains for DNA
analysis in the mass fatality literature. DNA sampling protocols used
in recent mass fatality incidents vary and are often tailored to the
unique circumstances of the disaster. For example, muscle tissue
and rib bone was sampled from the 1995 Branch Davidian victims
in Waco, Texas (28); femora were sampled from victims of the
2002 Bali nightclub bombings (29); ribs and teeth were initially
sampled from victims of the 2004 tsunami in Phuket, Thailand (30);
and the anterior tibial midshaft was sampled for the 2005 victims of
Hurricane Katrina (D. Boyer, personal communication, 2006).

To address disparities in sampling strategies, agencies have
begun issuing guidelines and recommendations for DNA sampling.
The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) recently developed ‘‘Mass
Fatality Incidents: A Guide for Forensic Human Identification’’
(31), which addresses DNA sampling methods. This guide provides
general sampling guidelines, stating that, ‘‘the sampler obtains one
of the following, listed in order of preference’’: deep skeletal mus-
cle, cortical bone, canine tooth, or other portion of soft or hard tis-
sue (31). In 2007, the DNA Commission of the International
Society for Forensic Genetics (ISFG) published, ‘‘Recommenda-
tions Regarding the Role of Forensic Genetics for Disaster Victim
Identification (DVI).’’ Of the twelve recommendations, number
three addresses postmortem sampling, again confirming a prefer-
ence for dense cortical bone, particularly from weight-bearing leg
bones (21). However, neither guideline details specifically which
bone to sample in order to maximize the success of a DNA profile.
These existing guidelines offer only very broad recommendations,
and do not detail which bones are most likely to consistently pro-
duce DNA profiles under adverse taphonomic conditions.

Goals of Study

The goal of this study is to supplement and expand upon previous
DNA sampling recommendations (21,24,28,31). We specifically
address variation in DNA typing success rates between skeletal
elements and provide recommendations for DNA sampling protocols
for future victim identification efforts associated with mass fatality
incidents. In this paper, a subset of the WTC-Human Remains
Database (WTC-HRD) is used to examine differences in the DNA
identification rates between skeletal elements. We also consider how
sex, victim type (WTC civilian, plane passenger, firefighter), and
recovery location (WTC site, Staten Island landfill) affect DNA
typing success rates. In many ways, the WTC disaster represents a
‘‘worst case scenario’’ in that remains were exposed to a wide variety
of taphonomic factors over a long postmortem interval. However,
many victim identification efforts are confronted with similar chal-
lenges and this study should provide a broad basis for comparison.

Materials and Methods

This study examines two data subsets from the WTC-HRD, the
complete database consisting of 19,970 sets of human remains (as
of September 2005). These include the Resampled Dataset (RD)
and the Entire Sample Dataset (ESD). The RD (n = 537) consists
of remains that initially failed to produce sufficient DNA profiles
but were later resampled and retested. In many instances, soft tissue
(e.g., muscle, skin) was initially sampled. In these resampled cases,
a specific skeletal element was selected for retesting. The criteria
for selection included macroscopic preservation of the external sur-
face (e.g., no evidence of burning, severe fragmentation,

weathering, embedded soil or concrete dust), a preference for dense
cortical bone over cancellous bone, long bones over axial elements,
and bone still protected by soft tissue over completely skeletonized
elements. However, cases that consisted only of poorly preserved
bone were still sampled.

The ESD (n = 3052) consists of smaller bone specimens that fit
within a 50 ml sample vial. These samples are predominantly small
bone fragments of different elements found in isolation during the
recovery effort. ESD samples were submitted in their entirety for
DNA testing, and in some cases, testing consumed the entire speci-
men. The RD and ESD were chosen for analysis from the complete
WTC-HRD because the specific element tested for DNA had been
recorded in detail at the time of sampling for each case instead of
the sample generically labeled as ‘‘muscle’’ or ‘‘bone.’’ This permit-
ted the retrospective categorization of successful DNA typing rates
by skeletal element.

The RD and ESD were initially examined separately to address
potential differences in each dataset. In a second analysis, both
datasets were combined to create the Complete Elements Dataset
(CED). Cases that consisted of soft tissue, hair, teeth, indeterminate
bone fragments, and calcined remains were excluded from the anal-
ysis. For ease of comparison, metacarpals are grouped together,
metatarsals are grouped together, and proximal, intermediate, and
distal phalanges are grouped together, the latter group categorized
as either ‘‘hand’’ or ‘‘foot’’ phalanx. Similarly, all carpal elements
and all tarsal elements are combined for the hand and foot, respec-
tively. Finally, all vertebral segments are combined. The individual
element categories are also collapsed into the following groups for
further analysis by ‘‘body part group’’:

1. Head: skull, maxilla, mandible (excluding teeth)
2. Trunk: clavicle, scapula, rib, sternum, vertebra, sacrum,

innominate
3. Upper limb: humerus, radius, ulna, carpal, metacarpal, hand

phalanx
4. Lower limb: femur, patella, tibia, fibula, tarsal, metatarsal, foot

phalanx

A number of variables can influence degradation of DNA in
mass fatality incidents, such as intrinsic properties of skeletal ele-
ments (e.g., cortical thickness), age and sex differences in bone
density, location of the victim within the disaster site, and the con-
text of recovery. In this study, we consider the success of DNA
typing rates by skeletal element, sex of victim, recovery location,
and victim type (Table 1). The month of recovery is not examined
in this study since DNA testing did not always occur immediately
following the discovery of the remains from either the WTC site in
Manhattan or the Fresh Kills Landfill on Staten Island.

DNA Identification Criteria

In the complete WTC-HRD, several cases were identified by
multiple modalities (e.g., both DNA and dental identifications);
however, only DNA-based identifications are considered in this

TABLE 1—Variables examined in WTC-HRD.

Variable Variable Description

Element Skeletal element sampled
Sex of victim Male, Female
Victim type WTC Civilian, Firefighter, Plane victim
Recovery location WTC site (Manhattan), Fresh Kills

Landfill (Staten Island)
DNA identification Yes, No
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paper. For this study, all identified samples are considered success-
fully typed using DNA testing; thus, we use the term identified
synonymously with successful DNA typing. As of September 2005,
WTC samples were subjected to short-tandem repeat (STR) DNA
analysis using the standard loci of the Combined DNA Index Sys-
tem (CODIS) (32,33) and the additional two Penta loci from the
PowerPlex� 16 commercial kit (34), mitochondrial DNA sequenc-
ing of the HVI and HVII regions (35), and single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNP) analysis (a contract laboratory customized a
unique 70 SNP panel for the WTC samples, B. Giles, O. Cellmark,
personal communication, 2003). The population frequencies for all
available STR and SNP profiles and available mitotypes were cal-
culated and multiplied together to obtain a final frequency, which
was compared to a set minimum threshold requirement for identifi-
cation. This threshold was determined to achieve a standard of less
than 1 chance in 1,000,000 that a misidentification would result
from a fortuitous match in a population estimated at the time to be
5000 victims, regardless of the number of markers that produced
genetic data (36). As the number of victims was lowered from
5000 to 2749, this value was also lowered to 2 · 109, 2 · 108, and
4 · 109, for males, females, and profiles with no amelogenin
results, respectively. Samples were subsequently identified by direct
comparison to a victim exemplar type and ⁄ or through kinship anal-
ysis using family reference types.

DNA testing performed on bones was undertaken by a subcon-
tracted laboratory and the Department of Forensic Biology at the
Office of Chief Medical Examiner, New York City.

Statistical Analyses

Chi-square tests are used to evaluate the relationship between
DNA identification rates by recovery location and between skeletal
elements in the RD and ESD. In many cases, multiple bone
fragments were linked to a single individual through DNA. Thus,
comparisons of DNA identification rates focus on variation between
different skeletal elements instead of individual victims. For the
variables sex of victim and victim type (which comprise only
positively identified victims for which sex and victim type are
known), frequencies are compared to determine whether DNA-
based identification of bone fragments in the RD and ESD occurred
in the same proportion as in the complete WTC-HRD and in the
total missing victim population. Statistical analyses were computed
using SPSS Version 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) and significance
was set at a = 0.05.

Results

Comparison of Resampled and Entire Sample Datasets

The RD comprises cases from the complete WTC-HRD that had
been resampled for DNA analysis. To facilitate comparison, ele-
ments with small sample sizes (n < 15) were removed from the
dataset for all statistical analyses (e.g., carpals, tarsals, hand and
foot phalanges, ulnae, scapulae, maxillae, sterna, and sacra), leaving
537 (of 641) cases for analysis (Table 2). The ESD comprises cases
from the complete WTC-HRD recorded as ‘‘Entire Sample.’’
Again, elements with small sample sizes (n < 15) were removed
(e.g., carpals, patellae, and sterna), leaving 3052 cases (of 4664) for
analysis (Table 3). Costal cartilage is not included in statistical
comparisons; however, it is worth noting that 72% of cartilage
samples from the ESD were identified using DNA (n = 43).

Although the RD and ESD differ in sample size (n = 537 vs.
n = 3052, respectively), DNA identification patterns are

surprisingly similar. For example, successful DNA typing rates by
sex and victim type (WTC civilian, plane passenger, and fire-
fighter) are nearly identical within the different variables (Tables 4
and 5). However, there are slight differences between datasets.
Most noticeably, nearly all skeletal elements show higher DNA
identification rates in the RD than in the ESD (e.g., humerus,
radius, rib, innominate, tibia, fibula, metatarsal, and metacarpal;
Tables 2 and 3). Overall, 71% of samples in the RD were

TABLE 2—Identification statistics for RD.

Element n
Number

Identified
Percent

Identified (%)

Metatarsal 42 36 86
Patella 78 63 81
Tibia 43 33 77
Metacarpal 21 16 76
Innominate 19 14 74
Femur 66 47 71
Rib 45 32 71
Mandible 26 18 69
Radius 25 17 68
Fibula 38 25 66
Humerus 60 39 65
Vertebra 18 11 61
Clavicle 19 11 58
Skull 37 18 49
Total 537 380 71

TABLE 3—Identification statistics for ESD.

Element n
Number

Identified
Percent

Identified (%)

Foot phalanx 24 19 79
Femur 77 55 71
Metatarsal 215 148 69
Tibia 82 55 67
Rib 1256 806 64
Vertebra 54 33 61
Mandible 20 12 60
Fibula 121 71 59
Sacrum 24 14 58
Innominate 43 25 58
Radius 95 55 58
Hand phalanx 81 46 57
Humerus 50 28 56
Tarsal 31 17 55
Ulna 74 40 54
Clavicle 78 41 53
Scapula 80 42 53
Skull 457 214 47
Metacarpal 190 77 41
Total 3052 1798 59

TABLE 4—Male–female identification rates by dataset.

Datasets

Sex

Male (%) Female (%)

RD 80 20
ESD 82 18
CED 83 17
WTC-HRD 84 16
Total missing victims 77 23
Identified victims 80 20
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identified through DNA compared to 59% in the ESD. However,
overall identification rates are not directly comparable because the
ESD includes elements not represented in the RD. These results
suggest that there are likely different underlying taphonomic factors
influencing DNA degradation in each dataset. For example, sam-
ples in the RD were carefully selected (during the resampling pro-
cess) based on macroscopic preservation and were often protected
by skin or soft tissue. In contrast, samples in the ESD were mainly
represented by smaller, isolated bone fragments devoid of soft
tissue.

Chi-square tests were used to compare DNA identification rates
between the same skeletal elements in the two datasets (Table 6).
Although all elements in the RD have higher identification rates
compared with the ESD, these differences are only statistically sig-
nificant for the metacarpal (v2 = 9.758, p = 0.002, / = 0.215) and
metatarsal (v2 = 4.921, p = 0.027, / = 0.138). Phi coefficients for
these comparisons indicate a weak relationship (<0.3), suggesting
that the disparity in sample size between the two datasets may
account for some of the difference in the DNA identification rates.
However, some disparity between the RD and the ESD was

expected, since the RD samples were selected specifically based on
macroscopic preservation and the particular elements available for
resampling in each case. These results suggest that elements
encased in soft tissue are more likely to produce successful DNA
typing than those that consist of isolated bone fragments.

When examined by ‘‘body part group,’’ a similar discrepancy
emerges (Table 7). Chi-square tests computed for each body part
group (head, trunk, upper limb, and lower limb) indicate significant
differences for the upper limb (v2 = 17.035, p = 0.001, / = 0.167)
and lower limb (v2 = 7.371, p = 0.007, / = 0.094). The weak Phi
coefficients values (<0.3) again suggest that these differences may
be influenced by the disparity in sample size between the two data-
sets and by differences in the DNA identification rates for the
metacarpal and metatarsal. Although differences exist between the
RD and the ESD, the two datasets show similar DNA typing rates.
Thus, the RD and ESD are combined to create the CED, which is
treated as more representative of the total WTC-HRD.

Complete Elements Dataset

The CED comprises the combined RD and ESD (n = 3631), rep-
resenting c. 18% of the entire WTC-HRD sample (n = 19,970).
Elements with small sample sizes (n < 15) were removed from the
dataset (e.g., carpals, sterna, and maxillae). Comparison of DNA
identification rates between the CED and WTC-HRD are remark-
ably similar. For example, 56% of cases are identified in the CED
compared with 57% in the total WTC-HRD. A total of 2749 vic-
tims are reported missing, 2122 (77%) of which are male and 627
(23%) of which are female (Table 4; Fig. 1). Of the 1598 victims
that have been positively identified, 1272 (80%) are male and 326
(20%) are female. This closely approximates the demographics of

TABLE 6—Comparison of resampled and entire sample dataset by element type.

Element v2-Value p-value* Phi

RD versus ESD
(number identified ⁄

number tested)
Percent Identified
in RD versus ESD

Clavicle 0.175 0.676 11 ⁄ 19 versus 41 ⁄ 78 57.9 versus 52.6
Femur 0.001 0.977 47 ⁄ 66 versus 55 ⁄ 77 71.2 versus 71.4
Fibula 0.611 0.434 25 ⁄ 38 versus 71 ⁄ 121 65.8 versus 58.7
Humerus 0.928 0.335 39 ⁄ 60 versus 28 ⁄ 50 65.0 versus 56.0
Mandible 0.425 0.515 18 ⁄ 26 versus 12 ⁄ 20 69.2 versus 60.0
Metacarpal 9.758 0.002 0.215 16 ⁄ 21 versus 77 ⁄ 190 76.2 versus 40.5
Metatarsal 4.921 0.027 0.138 36 ⁄ 42 versus 148 ⁄ 215 85.7 versus 68.8
Innominate 1.365 0.243 14 ⁄ 19 versus 25 ⁄ 43 73.7 versus 58.1
Radius 0.842 0.359 17 ⁄ 25 versus 55 ⁄ 95 68.0 versus 57.9
Rib 0.913 0.339 32 ⁄ 45 versus 806 ⁄ 1256 71.1 versus 64.2
Skull 0.046 0.831 18 ⁄ 37 versus 214 ⁄ 457 48.6 versus 46.8
Tibia 1.266 0.261 33 ⁄ 43 versus 55 ⁄ 82 76.7 versus 67.1
Vertebra 0.000 1.00 11 ⁄ 18 versus 33 ⁄ 54 61.1 versus 61.1

*Bold-face p-values are significant at £ 0.05.

TABLE 5—Victim location identification rates by dataset.

Datasets

Victim Type

Firefighter (%) Plane (%) Civilian (%)

ESD 12 4 84
RD 14 3 83
CED 12 4 84
WTC-HRD 13 5 82
Total missing victims 13 5 82

TABLE 7—Comparison of RD and ESD by body part group.

Body Part Group v2-Value p-value* Phi

RD versus ESD
(number identified ⁄

number tested)

Percent Identified
in RD versus

ESD

Head 2.124 0.145 36 ⁄ 63 versus 224 ⁄ 477 57% versus 47%
Trunk 0.993 0.319 78 ⁄ 116 versus 967 ⁄ 1535 67% versus 63%
Upper limb 17.035 0.001 0.167 86 ⁄ 121 versus 245 ⁄ 490 71% versus 50%
Lower limb 7.371 0.007 0.094 208 ⁄ 274 versus 366 ⁄ 555 76% versus 66%

*Bold-face p-values are significant at £0.05.
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the total WTC victim population. Examination of the 10,927 posi-
tively identified sets of remains from the WTC-HRD indicates that
84% are male and 16% are female. Similarly, 83% of the identified
remains in the CED are males and 17% are females (Table 4;
Fig. 1). Identification rates compared by victim type are also nearly
identical between the CED and WTC-HRD, both of which mimic
the WTC missing victim list (Table 5; Fig. 2). In other words,
identification rates in the CED closely approximate the identifica-
tion rates in the WTC-HRD as well as the total WTC victim
population. This suggests that the CED is a representative sample
of the WTC victim population.

Results of Individual Skeletal Elements from the CED

Both intrinsic and extrinsic factors influence the differential pres-
ervation of DNA in skeletal remains. As discussed previously,
human remains of identified males and females gave successful
DNA typing rates in nearly the same proportions that each sex is
represented in the total missing victim population (Table 4; Fig. 1).
Victim type also did not seem to have an influence on DNA typing
rates, since WTC civilians, plane passengers, and firefighters were
identified in nearly the same proportions as represented in the total
missing victim population (Table 5; Fig. 2). However, recovery
location showed slight differences in DNA typing results. At the
WTC site, where the majority of remains were recovered, 61.6%
of skeletal elements were identified. This is slightly higher than the
remains recovered from the Staten Island landfill, where 56.9% of

skeletal elements were identified. Although a significant difference
(v2 = 4.622, p = 0.032; / = 0.036), Phi coefficients indicate a
weak strength of association (< 0.3) indicating that the large sample
sizes are only detecting a small difference in DNA typing rates.

These results suggest that sex, victim type, and recovery location
are not significant variables influencing DNA identification rates
for the WTC disaster. Differences among skeletal elements are next
examined in the CED as a whole. Table 8 provides a complete list
of DNA identifications for the 3631 elements reported in descend-
ing order. The foot phalanx and patella show the highest DNA
identification rate at 80%, followed by the metatarsal, femur, and
tibia, which fall within the 70th percentile. Elements that fall within
the 60th percentile include the mandible, rib, innominate, vertebra,
humerus, ulna, fibula, and radius. Finally, the sacrum, hand pha-
lanx, scapula, clavicle, tarsal, skull, and metacarpal show the lowest
rates, falling within the 40th to 50th percentiles.

When compared by body part group, DNA identification rates
are as follows: lower limb = 69%; trunk = 63%; upper
limb = 54%; and head = 49%. These rates are significantly differ-
ent between the lower limb and the trunk (v2 = 10.038, p = 0.002),
between the trunk and the upper limb (v2 = 13.797, p = 0.001),
and between the upper limb and the head (v2 = 3.886, p = 0.049;
Table 9). These results indicate that the lower limb shows a slightly
higher DNA identification rate compared with other body part
groups, although the strength of this relationship is weak (/ < 0.3).

Discussion

One of the goals of this study was to examine differences in
DNA typing success rates between skeletal elements to provide a
basis for establishing general sampling guidelines for future mass
fatality incidents. The most recent guidelines issued by the NIJ and
the DNA Commission of the ISFG regarding DNA sampling meth-
ods from mass fatality incidents do not address which skeletal ele-
ments are most likely to result in successful DNA testing (21,31).
Guidelines must account for the degradation of genetic material
resulting from taphonomic factors, and provide recommendations
for sampling fleshed versus skeletonized remains. This highlights
the need for additional data on DNA results for different skeletal

FIG. 1—Bar chart comparing the sex ratio of identified remains in the
Complete Elements Dataset (CED), the WTC-Human Remains Database, the
WTC Missing Victims List, and the WTC Identified Victims List.

FIG. 2—Bar chart comparing the percentage of identified remains by
victim type in the Missing Victims List, the WTC-Human Remains Database,
and CED.

TABLE 8—Identification statistics for CED.

Element n
Number

Identified
Percent

Identified (%)

Foot phalanx 25 20 80
Patella 83 66 80
Metatarsal 257 184 72
Femur 143 102 71
Tibia 125 88 70
Mandible 46 30 65
Rib 1301 838 64
Innominate 62 39 63
Vertebra 72 44 61
Humerus 110 67 61
Ulna 87 53 61
Fibula 159 96 60
Radius 120 72 60
Sacrum 27 16 59
Hand phalanx 83 47 57
Scapula 92 50 54
Clavicle 97 52 54
Tarsal 37 19 51
Skull 494 232 47
Metacarpal 211 93 44
Total 3631 2208 61
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elements recovered from a variety of mass fatality contexts. For
example, a DNA sampling protocol for intact bodies would differ
significantly from a protocol for heavily fragmented and burned
remains from an airline disaster. The results of this study may be
useful in establishing general guidelines for DNA sampling proto-
cols that can be adapted to a variety of mass fatality scenarios.
However, these guidelines may not be appropriate for DNA sam-
pling of remains recovered from mass graves (24). This study
focuses on DNA results from recently deceased victims of mass
disasters, and may not encompass the range of taphonomic factors
that affect buried remains.

The DNA results from WTC victims indicate that lower limb
elements (fibula excluded) are more likely to generate successful
DNA results than elements of the upper limb and axial skeleton.
This is likely due to the weight-bearing properties of the lower
limb, which produce denser cortical bone that protects against
DNA degradation. The high DNA identification rate for the
patella in particular may be due to increased density resulting
from high functional stress demands of locomotion (27). Skeletal
elements that are encased in soft tissue also appear to be better
protected and are likely to produce more successful DNA typing
results than isolated bone fragments. This may account for the
differences in identification rates of the metacarpal between the
RD and the ESD (RD = 76.2% vs. ESD = 44.1%), since sam-
ples from the RD were more likely to have been sampled from
within soft tissue.

In general, weight-bearing lower limb elements produced suc-
cessful DNA profiles at higher rates than elements from the trunk,
the upper limb, and the head. Examination of the elements from all
datasets indicates that the patella, metatarsal, and foot phalanx are
among the top identified elements. Most notably, the metatarsal
and patella are the only elements from the Resampled Dataset that
resulted in DNA profiles with a success rate greater than 80%
(86% and 80.8%, respectively). The tibia, femur, and rib followed
closely (77%, 71%, and 71%, respectively).

Although the relatively similar success rates between some
elements (80.8% patella vs. 77% tibia) would seem to belie any
strong preference for sampling, practical management consider-
ations should be aimed at reducing potential DNA contamination.
Because patellae, metatarsals, and foot phalanges had successful
DNA typing rates comparable to long bones, these elements may
be ideal for sampling due to the ease with which they can be
removed and their relative imperviousness to contamination.
Femora, tibiae, and ribs are among the more common elements
sampled in previous mass fatality incidents (28–30,37). However,
sampling these elements, especially from relatively intact bodies,
may require the use of an electric bone saw or hacksaw. Many
mass fatality incidents occur in areas where electricity is not
readily available, which may limit mortuary operations to facilities
with electricity or access to generators. Additionally, the use of any
type of bone saw is labor intensive for sampling, and the blade
must be changed between samples or thoroughly cleaned with a
bleach-water solution to prevent DNA contamination.

The high DNA identification rates for the foot phalanx, patella,
and metatarsal suggest that these may be ideal elements for DNA
sampling of relatively intact bodies. Additionally, preferential sam-
pling of these elements when possible takes into account a number of
practical management considerations. First, these bones can be easily
removed as intact elements, instead of sampling from an open section
of a long bone, which may introduce DNA contamination to the sam-
ple. Further, these elements can be removed using a scalpel, eliminat-
ing the need for a bone saw (and electricity) and reducing the
potential for cross-contamination between sampling episodes. Finally,
scalpels are inexpensive, disposable, readily available, and less labor
intensive for sampling. Previous research on the WTC victim identifi-
cation effort shows that DNA contamination can be a serious problem
in mass fatality incidents (3,13). Thus, all possible measures should
be taken to minimize the potential for sample contamination.

Conclusions

There are a number of limitations to the current study. The data-
sets used may not be entirely representative of the total WTC
victim population, and also may not reflect the full range of
taphonomic conditions that affected DNA preservation. Addition-
ally, this study was not able to address the influence of time-since-
death because remains were recovered and DNA tested at different
times. Finally, it should be noted that the identification process
relied on successful DNA typing of not only the remains, but also
the comparison exemplars. However, there were a number of
victims that had comparison exemplars that were insufficient or
non-existent. Thus, while some of the remains produced a DNA
profile that met the minimum threshold requirement, a positive
identification was not possible due to the lack of DNA exemplars.
Despite these limitations, the WTC-Human Remains Database pro-
vided adequate sample sizes to address variation in successful
DNA typing rates by sex, victim type, recovery location, and skele-
tal element. The results demonstrate significant variation in DNA
identification rates between skeletal elements, with higher overall
successful typing rates among weight-bearing lower limb elements
than among elements of the trunk, the upper limb, and head.

Establishing general sampling guidelines that can be tailored for
specific contexts will save time, money, and effort, and will ulti-
mately aid in streamlining the identification process. From a mass
fatality management perspective, the results of this study suggest
that patellae, metatarsals, and foot phalanges are likely to produce
successful DNA profiles at rates comparable to femora, tibiae, and
ribs in many mass disaster contexts. Given the relative ease of sam-
pling the patellae and foot elements, it may be preferable to select
these elements for DNA sampling in future mass fatality incidents.
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TABLE 9—Comparison of complete elements dataset by body part group.

Body Part Group v2-Value p-value* Cramer’s V

RD versus ESD
(number identified ⁄

number tested)
Percent Identified
in RD versus ESD

Lower limb versus trunk 10.038 0.002 0.064 829 versus 1651 69% versus 63%
Trunk versus upper limb 13.797 0.001 0.078 1651 versus 611 63% versus 54%
Upper limb versus head 3.886 0.049 0.058 611 versus 540 54% versus 49%

*Bold-face p-values are significant at £0.05.
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